


From Outdoor Living
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To Solar Shading
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We’ve Got You Covered
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Whatever The Weather
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YOUR SIGN OF PREMIUM QUALITYYOUR SIGN OF PREMIUM QUALITY

UK Manufactured Since 1987. Our external shading systems are proudly made at our 
factory in Sudbury, Suffolk by our highly skilled technicians and state of the art machinery to 
ensure they meet exacting standards and are the very pinnacle of precision. 

Built to last a lifetime. Every member of our team take great pride and care in crafting your 
external shading system to your exact specification and requirements, ensuring every detail 
and finish is perfect, right down even to the colour of the stitching. 

Quality guaranteed. All our products are factory commissioned and rigorously tested to 
meet or exceed stringent quality & safety standards, backed with a comprehensive guarantee 
for peace of mind. 
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From The Cutting Of The Extrusions
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To The Confectioning Of The Materials
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Assembly Of All Components
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And Commissioning Of Electronics
We Do It All.



Both practical and stylish, a Caribbean Blinds patio awning outstretches to provide instant shade and shelter on your terrace, 
keeping you cool on even the hottest of Summer days along with providing optimum protection from damaging UV rays and 
those unexpected and often persistent rain showers*. Your adjoining internal room also benefits from a reduction in solar heat 
gain and the elimination of glare, with the view to the garden maintained. Plus with optional LED under awning lighting and 
instant infra-red heating, you can create a pleasant atmosphere on your terrace to enjoy all year round. 

PATIO AWNINGS

We are delighted with the new awnings. The room is cooler and we are enjoying 
the outside shade and privacy the awnings give us. They look superb too and are 

very much in keeping with our house.

AW
ward

inning solutions

* Subject to a pitch (angle) of 14 degrees or greater
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Our entry-level Anguilla patio awning is the little brother to the Tortola model and boasts many of the same features, including 
a slim cassette casing that discreetly conceals the awning when not in use and robust double spring-loaded arms tensioned 
via twin stainless steel sheathed cables for optimal fabric tension whether part or fully extended. Ideal for mounting where 
space is limited due to its reduced dimensions and convenient end block construction that only requires a fixing point each 
end. Optional fixing bracket covers add a touch of class.
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NBS SourceThis product can be viewed on

ANGUILLA PATIO AWNING

Dimensions

Width:
1.78m - 5.00m

Projection:
1.50m - 3.00m

Specification

Hardware Colours

Durability

Fresh
Breeze

Infra-red 
Heating

Options

Fabrics

Operation

Other RAL 
(optional)

Anthracite 
Grey

RAL
7016

Pure
White

RAL
9016

Crank 
Handle

Water-repellent
Acrylic

LED
Lighting



With its streamline cylindrical shape and robust design, our Tortola patio awning is our most popular residential awning. 
Powerful folding arms featuring twin springs tensioned via double stainless steel sheathed cables keep the fabric taut at 
every position, whilst the unobtrusive full cassette casing protects the fabric and mechanism when the awning is retracted 
away. A concealed rollertube when the awning is extended along with cast end caps and optional covered mounting brackets 
provide an aesthetically pleasing finishing touch.
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NBS SourceThis product can be viewed on

TORTOLA PATIO AWNING

Dimensions

Specification

Durability

Infra-red 
Heating

Sun & Wind 
Sensor

Vibration
Sensor

LED
Lighting

Width:
1.78m - 5.00m

Projection:
1.50m - 3.00m

Hardware Colours

Durability

Fresh
Breeze

Options

Fabrics

Operation

Other RAL 
(optional)

Anthracite 
Grey

RAL
7016

Pure
White

RAL
9016

Water-repellent
Acrylic

Remote
Control

App Control
(optional)
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The Cuba awning is the crème de la crème of our range, with its contemporary rectangular flush-fitting full cassette design 
that can be integrated within the façade and neatly conceals the awning when retracted. The heavy-duty folding arms 
with drop forged joints, feature quadruple stainless steel sheathed cables tensioning twin springs to ensure optimum fabric 
tension at every position, suitable for the most demanding of applications. Concealed fixing brackets and screw-less alu 
end plates elegantly finish the awning off, whilst optional LED lighting can be built onto the underside of the cassette casing.
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CUBA PATIO AWNING

NBS SourceThis product can be viewed on

Dimensions

Width:
2.05m - 14.00m

Projection:
1.50m - 3.75m

Specification

Strong
Breeze

Durability

Infra-red 
Heating

Sun & Wind 
Sensor

Vibration
Sensor

LED
Lighting

Hardware Colours

Durability

Options

Fabrics

Operation

Other RAL 
(optional)

Anthracite 
Grey

RAL
7016

Pure
White

RAL
9016

Water-repellent
Acrylic

Remote
Control

App Control
(optional)
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BAHAMA 2KW INFRA-RED HEATER BAHAMA 2KW INFRA-RED HEATER || BERMUDA LED LIGHTING TRACK BERMUDA LED LIGHTING TRACK ||

Create a cosy and pleasant environment beneath your patio awning with Caribbean Blinds ambient accessories. Perfectly 
illuminate your terrace on darker evenings with our Bermuda LED lighting track which gives off a warm white glow and can 
be dimmed to set the mood. Mounted to the underside of the Cuba awning cassette casing, you can use the lighting with the 
awning extended or retracted. To keep the chill away, our Bahama ultra-low glare infra-red heaters provide instant warmth 
and are operated, like the lighting from a remote control for convenience. 

ACCESSORIES
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Whether you live in a house, bungalow or apartment, we have a range of brackets to ensure your patio awning can safely 
be installed. From direct mounting to a load bearing two storey façade with face fix brackets positioned behind the awning 
cassette casing (pictured above), to spreader plate installation on a single storey extension with adequate space above the 
doors and bespoke cantilever brackets on a bungalow to position the awning in front of the fascia, our patio awnings can be 
installed on all property types.

MOUNTING OPTIONS

CANTILEVER BRACKETS CANTILEVER BRACKETS || SPREADER PLATES SPREADER PLATES ||
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Louvered roof pergolas under the exclusive brand Outdoor Living Pod™ from Caribbean Blinds are the ultimate luxury 
outdoor living solution and as the name suggests, for people who want to live life outdoors. Full sun, partial shade or complete  
shelter, our Outdoor Living Pod™ will adapt to the changing weather and when equipped with our optional windproof side 
screens, integrated LED lighting and instant infra-red heating, you can ensure a perfect environment on your terrace come 
rain or shine, day or night, in the Summer and Winter. No other terrace canopy can offer the same flexibility and possibilities 
as the original Outdoor Living Pod™ from Caribbean Blinds. 

We couldn’t be more delighted with our new Outdoor Living PodTM, we now 
have an amazing space outside to sit, relax, cook & entertain. It is a wonderful 
construction which adapts to all weathers and we never have to cancel a 
barbecue again due to the rain.

LOUVERED ROOFS

AW
ward

inning solutions

Winner

★★★★★

BEST GARDEN BUY
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The minimalist design of our Classic Outdoor Living PodTM makes this louvered pergola a favourite on the terrace or in the 
garden. The streamline louvers which form a perfectly aligned watertight roof when closed, rotate upto 150 degrees, stopping 
at any position, allowing you to enjoy as much light or shade beneath the structure as you desire along with providing 
ventilation from heat build-up beneath.
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CLASSIC OUTDOOR LIV ING POD™

Winner

★★★★★

BEST GARDEN BUY

NBS SourceThis product can be viewed on

Dimensions

Length:
2.38m - 5.95m

Width:
1.50m - 4.50m

Specification

Hardware Colours

Durability

Hurricane
Force

12

Infra-red 
Heating

Options

Side Screen Fabrics

Operation

Anthracite 
Grey

RAL
7016

Side
Screens

LED
Lighting

Water-repellent
Acrylic

Height:
Upto 3.0m

Remote
Control

App Control
(optional)
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Freestanding in the garden, lean-to attached to the property or built into an existing structure, with the ability to seamlessly 
link modules together to cover outdoor spaces of all sizes, our Deluxe Outdoor Living PodTM is the most versatile of our 
louvered roof pergolas. Its large 21cm wide roof louvers rotate through 150 degrees, stopping at the desired position to 
provide the perfect levels of light or shade on your terrace and when closed the louvers form an entirely watertight covering.
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DELUXE OUTDOOR LIV ING POD™

Winner

★★★★★

BEST GARDEN BUY

NBS SourceThis product can be viewed on

Dimensions

Length:
2.50m - 7.00m

Width:
1.50m - 4.50m

Specification

Height:
Upto 3.0m

Hardware Colours

Durability

Hurricane
Force

12

Options

Side Screen Fabrics

Operation

Any RAL
Colour

Water-repellent
Acrylic

Remote
Control

App Control
(optional)

Infra-red 
Heating

Side
Screens

LED
Lighting
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For those who appreciate limitless outdoor living, our top of the line Prestige Outdoor Living PodTM offers all the freedom you 
could desire from a terrace canopy. Thanks to its ingenious design, not only can you play with sun and shade by rotating 
the louvers through 90 degrees but you can fully retract the pergola roof for the complete open-air alfresco experience and 
maximum sunlight. And when closed, the louvers lock together providing shelter from the rain.
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PRESTIGE OUTDOOR LIV ING POD™

Winner

★★★★★

BEST GARDEN BUY

NBS SourceThis product can be viewed on

Dimensions

Length:
2.59m - 6.00m

Width:
1.81m - 4.00m

Specification

Hardware Colours

Durability

Hurricane
Force

12

Options

Operation

Water-repellent
Acrylic

Height:
Upto 3.0m

Side Screen Fabrics

Any RAL
Colour

Remote
Control

App Control
(optional)

Infra-red 
Heating

Side
Screens

LED
Lighting
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CARIBBEAN BLINDS | 4948 | LOUVERED ROOFS

Rotating Louvers
provide precise sun control and are 
completely watertight when closed

Integrated Guttering
ensures effective water drainage from the     
roof to the nominated post uprights

Concealed Base Plates
inside the post uprights for a seamless        
attachment to the ground

Streamline Framework
with clean elegant lines and no visible 
fixings ensures a flawless finish

Powerful Built In Motors
operated via remote control or phone app      

for effortless functioning

Superstrong Construction
from corrosion resistant, extruded aluminium 

with a powdercoated finish

Combining style, function and durability for the ultimate pergola 

Features
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Inset Posts
create a striking overhanging roof or extra 
posts can create doorways Deluxe Model Only

Perimeter LED Lighting
to the inside of the cross beams, which can 

be dimmed, provides an ambient setting 

Built Under Side Screens
provide additional weather protection to the  

open sides of the pergola Classic & Prestige Models Only

Louver LED Lighting
integrated within selected roof louvers illuminates 
the terrace directly beneath the canopy roof

Integrated Side Screens
offer protection from low level sunlight along 
with breezes & rain showers Deluxe Model Only

 Infra-red Heaters
mounted to the cross beams provide instant 

warmth and give off a welcoming golden glow

Customise your Outdoor Living PodTM to create a pleasant and cosy environment

Options
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Creating a physical barrier in front of and stopping the suns energy even reaching the glazing, Caribbean Blinds innovative 
external blinds are the most effective way to regulate solar heat and light through glazing. By preventing unwanted solar heat 
gain and diffusing bright light to eliminate glare, you will be able to enjoy a thermally and visually comfortable indoor space, 
with the view and connection to the outside maintained*. Additionally your fixtures and furnishings will be protected from 
bleaching by the sun and provided will be provided from overlooking buildings.

EXTERNAL BLINDS

AW
ward

inning solutions

The heat reduction is amazing. The blinds are incredible and have made our house 
habitable again. It has made such a difference to our enjoyment of the house.

* When using our Twilight solar control mesh dimout fabric
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Our Antiguan external blind with its slim profiles and sleek design is a seamless addition to any vertical glazed area. ZiplockTM 
technology built into the side guides, physically locks the fabric in place at every position rendering the blind windproof along 
with preventing any light shining between the edge, whilst the weighted leadrail ensures the fabric stays under optimum 
tension. A clever two-part side guide conceals all fixings and optional full-height spacers can set the blind off the façade to 
overcome protrusions such as vents and handles. A full cassette headbox discreetly hides the blind when not in use.

ANTIGUAN EXTERNAL BLIND

56 | EXTERNAL BLINDS

NBS SourceThis product can be viewed on

Dimensions

Specification

Hardware Colours

Durability

Strong
Breeze

Options

Fabrics

Operation

Other RAL 
(optional)

Anthracite 
Grey

RAL
7016

Pure
White

RAL
9016

Sun & Wind 
Sensor

Wind 
Sensor

Width:
0.90m - 6.00m

Height:
0.50m - 6.00m

Water-repellent
Acrylic

Remote
Control

App Control
(optional)
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Designed to be integrated within the façade, our Dominica external blind offers the highest level of solar heat and light control 
to windows and doors along with weather protection to the exposed openings on verandas and pergolas. The streamline 
side guides contain ziplockTM technology which locks the fabric in place at every position, rendering the blind windproof and                   
preventing any light shining between. The weighted leadrail guarantees the fabric remains taut and closes completely into the 
full cassette headbox which neatly conceals the blind when not in use.

DOMINICA EXTERNAL BLIND
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NBS SourceThis product can be viewed on

Dimensions

Width:
0.90m - 6.00m

Height:
0.50m - 3.00m

Specification

Hardware Colours

Durability

Strong
Breeze

Options

Fabrics

Operation

Other RAL 
(optional)

Anthracite 
Grey

RAL
7016

Water-repellent
Acrylic

Remote
Control

App Control
(optional)

Sun & Wind 
Sensor

Wind 
Sensor
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Our Cayman external blind is able to run on roof glazing of any slope thanks to its concealed tensioning system. Tear resistant 
dyneema cables tension a hi-tensile double coiled spring, which in turn keeps the fabric taut at each position. The leadrail 
runs within U shaped side channels to ensure the blind runs perfectly square whilst also preventing any light leakage. A range 
of mounting brackets allow installation to every type of glazed roof, whilst height adjustable brackets allow roof vents to be 
overcome. When retracted away, the full cassette casing neatly encloses the fabric ensuring a low maintenance solution.

CAYMAN EXTERNAL BLIND
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NBS SourceThis product can be viewed on

Specification

Dimensions

Width:
1.25m - 5.00m

Depth:
1.00m - 6.00m

Hardware Colours

Durability

Fresh 
Breeze

Options

Fabrics

Operation

Water-repellent
Acrylic

Remote
Control

App Control
(optional)

Sun & Wind 
Sensor

Wind 
Sensor

Other RAL 
(optional)

Anthracite 
Grey

RAL
7016

Pure
White

RAL
9016
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Our Jamaican window canopy is a simple, classic solution to provide shading to windows, offering effective light and heat 
control to the adjoining indoor room, without restricting the view. The slim lightweight framework is reinforced to the corners 
to provide added rigidity and able to be mounted to all wall types. A wave or straight valance to the bottom edge of the 
framework provides a decorative finish, whilst an optional coverboard adds the finishing touch, providing protection to the 
fabric of the canopy when retracted away.

JAMAICAN WINDOW CANOPY
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Dimensions

Width:
1.50m - 5.00m

Height/Depth:
0.55m - 1.30m

Specification

NBS SourceThis product can be viewed on

Hardware Colours

Durability

Fresh 
Breeze

Options

Fabrics

Operation

Cord & 
Pulley

Water-repellent
Acrylic

Protective 
Coverboard

Pure
White

RAL
9016

Other RAL 
(optional)



© 2022 Caribbean Blinds UK Ltd. Technical information and specifications correct at time of going to press. 
We reserve the right to make modifications and changes without notification E. & O.E.

LONDON SPECIFICATION STUDIOLONDON SPECIFICATION STUDIO
Studio 3.4, Import Building, 2 Clove Crescent, London E14 2BE

HEAD OFFICE, FACTORY & SHOWSITEHEAD OFFICE, FACTORY & SHOWSITE
Woodhall Business Park, Sudbury, Suffolk. CO10 1WH

0344 800 1947

info@cbsolarshading.co.uk

www.cbsolarshading.co.uk


